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The American Dream
Is it attainable or relevant for everyone?
Mini-Unit
Suggested for
Grades 11-12

By Chelsie Hoskins

Queens of Queen City does not own the rights to any of the documents or images herein. All are linked or
used with the express purpose of being educational and no rights infringement is intended.
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Driving Question(s): What is the American Dream? Is it attainable or relevant for everyone?
Standards (OH English)
RL.11-12.2 Analyze literary text development.
a. Determine two or more themes of a text
and analyze their development over the
course of the text, including how they interact
and build on one another. b. Produce a
thorough analysis of the text.
RL.11-12.4 Determine the connotative,
denotative, and figurative meaning of words
and phrases as they are used in the text;
analyze the impact of author’s diction,
including multiple-meaning words or
language that is particularly evocative to the
tone and mood of the text.
RL.11-12.9 Demonstrate knowledge of
eighteenth-, nineteenth- and early twentiethcentury foundational works of American
literature, including how two or more diverse
texts from the same period treat similar
themes and/or topics.
W.11-12.9 Draw evidence from literary or
informational texts to support analysis,
reflection, and research.
W.11-12.10 Write routinely over extended
time frames (time for research, reflection, and
revision) and shorter time frames (a single
sitting or a day or two) for a range of tasks,
purposes, and audiences.

Objectives
●
●
●
●
●

Comprehend the symbolic importance
of the American Dream through the
20th and 21st centuries
Comprehend and summarize the
importance of the Harlem Renaissance
Illustrate thorough understanding of
1-2 poems written by Harlem
Renaissance writers
Interpret the American Dream
through the lens of two poems
Design or create a deliverable that
illustrates analysis of the attainability
of the American Dream
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Learning Activities
Procedures (At least 4-5 classes; 45 minutes each)
1. Introduction: Begin with a class discussion in which you introduce the concept of the
American Dream; use Padlet to develop a collaborative board or phrases or ideas that
your students associate with the American Dream.
2. Compare / Contrast: Ask the students to compare it to a series of quotes or images
prepared by you and, in whole group discussion, ask if there are similarities or
differences. (First pointing out a few, yourself.)
3. Context: Introduce the Harlem Renaissance as the foundation for an African-American
artistic and cultural heritage. Two voices emerge which begin to criticize the
attainability of the white American Dream of the 20th century: Langston Hughes and
Priscilla Jane Thompson.
4. Execute: The class will read both poems aloud and complete a quick “anticipation
journal” that lets each student write down what they think the poem is about
5. Activity: Split students into groups of 5 and assign them either poet. There should be
an overall even number of small groups. Each student will have a TPCASTT graphic
organizer and each student should self-select one piece of the graphic organizer.
a. Small groups will annotate the poem together with previously agreed-upon
class annotations
b. Each student will complete their portion of the graphic organizer (Title should
have both pieces) and then teach it to one another
c. Groups will be given different colors of white board markers, then will add
their TPCASTT findings to a projected graphic organizer
d. Groups will elect a speaker who will share their findings with the class and
provide that speaker with three sentences to summarize their TPCASTT
findings
e. Speakers will be called up per poet to share their three sentence summary
6. Revisit: Return to the initial word cloud and anticipation journal. Together, as a whole
class, write an effective and definable thesis / topic sentence that answers the driving
question.
7. Wrap Up: Students complete a culminating activity which asks them to describe the
American Dream as illustrated by Thompson or Hughes (choosing the author opposite
the author they analyzed) in word or image
a. Depending on the size or the time spent on the mini-unit, the culminating
assessment could include a gallery walk of the final product
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Materials
Priscilla Jane Thompson “To A Little Colored
Boy”

https://quod.lib.umich.edu/a/amverse/
BAD5735.0001.001/1:34?
rgn=div1;view=fulltext

Langston Hughes “Let America Be America
Again”

https://poets.org/poem/let-america-beamerica-again

Various authors such as Malcolm X, Barack
Obama, Maya Lin, FDR (suggestions below)

Text (pictures, quotes, drawings) to explicate
the American Dream

TPCASTT Graphic Organizer

Title, Paraphrase, Connotation, Attitude,
Shifts, Title, Theme
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